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Upon entering the realm of Black Diamond Lifestyle, welcome to a discrete, exclusive international

lifestyle service which specialises in the charter of private jets, beautiful ski chalets, the chartering

and marketing of private yachts, as well as the rental of magnificent villas. 

New to the Black Diamond portfolio is the luxury property search facility dealing with the

most exclusive holidays on private islands in the Bahamas, British Virgin Islands and Fiji. The

ultimate private retreat being Sir Richard Branson’s private and elegant island hideaway, Necker

Island, located off of the Northern tip of Virgin Gorda. 

Exclusive ski chalets in the Alps, luxury villas in the South of France, Super Yachts based

around the world - the discrete, efficient and competitive service ensures that from the very

beginning Black Diamond demonstrate their exceptional services. 

Black Diamond Lifestyle has been attending to the exacting requirements of its clients since

2001, first as AirSnowSea T&V, specifically catering for the increasing demand in combining

private jet air travel with exotic holiday destinations. Whatever destination and for whatever

reason, Black Diamond will ensure a quick, comfortable journey, with more than a dash of luxury.

Providing for any journey, anywhere in the world, the private jet charter service accommodates for

a variety of needs, whether executive travel, high net worth individuals, film and music industry

personalities, travel professionals or Head of State. 

Chartering a jet or luxury helicopter with Black Diamond Lifestyle ensures direct flights from

the closest airports, avoiding lengthy transfers, flexible schedules, luxury cabins, onboard

communications, first class cuisine selected to your personal requirements and VIP transportation

to and from the airport.

The highest level in discretion. The ultimate in travelling finesse. 

YOUR BUSINESS IS BLACK DIAMOND’S PLEASURE. AND YOUR PLEASURE
IS BLACK DIAMOND’S BUSINESS. WELCOME TO AN EXCLUSIVE AND
LUXURIOUS WORLD…

black diamond lifestyle

The Little Black Diamond
Book of Luxury

If you wish to experience the luxury of the
Black Diamond Lifestyle please contact:
Yulia Sultanova
Tel: +44 (0)207 355 0987
Web: www.BlackDiamond-Lifestyle.com 

Black Diamond Lifestyle is part of the
Sunseeker London Group of Companies


